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Abstract— This paper describes a mode-switching quad-corecoupled millimeter-wave (mm-wave) voltage-controlled oscillator
(VCO), using a single-center-tapped (SCT) switched inductor for
extension of the frequency tuning range (FTR) and improvement
of the phase noise (PN). The switches not only serve for
in-phase coupling among the VCO cores but also can modify the
equivalent tank inductance suitable for coarse frequency tuning.
The frequency gaps between the multi-resonant frequencies
are controlled by the common-mode (CM) inductance that is
precisely set by the lithography fabrication. Together with the
tiny varactors for fine frequency tuning, a wide and continuous
FTR can be achieved. It is analytically shown that tiny switches
(i.e., small parasitic capacitance) for mode selection are adequate
to avoid bimodal oscillation, synchronize the VCO cores against
resonance frequency mismatches, and prevent PN degradation.
A symmetrical layout of SCT switched inductor also aids the
VCO to be immune to magnetic pulling. Prototyped in 65-nm
CMOS, the VCO exhibits a 16.5% FTR from 42.9 to 50.6 GHz.
The PN at 46.03 GHz is −113.1 dBc/Hz at 3-MHz offset,
corresponding to a figure-of-merit (FoM) of 183.6 dBc/Hz. The
die size is 0.039 mm2 .
Index Terms— Frequency-tuning range (FTR), LC tank,
millimeter-wave (mm-wave), mode switching, multi-mode resonance, phase noise (PN), switched inductor, voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO).

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS communication standards at millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) frequency are trending toward wider channel bandwidth and denser modulation for data rate enhancement. For instance, to cover the 57–65-GHz unlicensed band,
a wideband local oscillator (LO) with >13.3% tuning range
is required. On the other hand, the advanced modulation
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scheme such as 16-quadrature-amplitude modulation (QAM)
and beyond demands a stringent LO phase noise (PN)
requirement to prevent the error vector magnitude (EVM)
degradation [1]. Regrettably, it is a non-trivial task for mmwave voltage-controlled oscillators (VCOs) to sustain low
PN over a wide frequency tuning range (FTR) [2]. Since
the quality factor (Q) of the integrated varactor degrades
severely at mm-wave frequencies, the compromise between
PN and FTR becomes severe if the frequency-tuning element
is only the varactor. The typically reported FTR of the 60-GHz
VCOs implemented in 65-nm CMOS using a varactor tuning
scheme is <10% [3], [4]. Since the inductor quality factor
Q L increases at an mm-wave frequency, inductive tuning
shows the promise to extent FTR [5]–[9]. However, those
inductive-tuning methods suffer from a degraded tank Q which
limits the maximum figure-of-merit (FoM) to 180 dBc/Hz.
To extend the FTR while keeping low PN, the dual-resonant
modes of the transformer tank have been explored for coarse
frequency tuning [10], [11]. However, due to the imbalanced quality factors of the transformer tank [12] in the
two modes, the wideband VCOs using the transformer tank
would suffer from a large PN variation between the two
modes. Harmonic-extraction or mixing techniques also can
aid the FTR, benefitting from the fundamental oscillation at
low frequency [13]–[15]. Yet, power-hungry buffers operating
at mm-wave frequencies are entailed to boost the output
power, due to the limited power of the extracted harmonic
components.
To achieve low PN, a small inductor is preferable. For a
single-core LC-VCO oscillating at ω0 , the PN at frequency
offset ω can be expressed as [16]


ω03
kT
L
L (ω) = 10 · log F · 2 ·
·
(1)
V p Q T (ω)2
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, F is the device excess noise factor, V p is the differential
oscillation amplitude, L is the tank inductance, and Q T is the
tank quality factor. Since the PN is proportional to L/Q T as
long as V p is kept the same, the achievable PN depends on the
minimum value of the L/Q T ratio. In practice, Q L and thus
Q T would drop sharply if the inductance is overly small, nullifying the PN reduction due to the use of a small L. To further
reduce the PN, multiple VCO cores with an optimal L/Q T
can be coupled in parallel [17]–[19]. Ideally, by coupling N
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Fig. 1.
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Multiple VCO cores coupled in parallel allows PN reduction.

VCO cores in-phase as shown in Fig. 1, the equivalent tank
inductance is reduced by N times, with Q L unchanged. Since
the cross-coupled −gm cells are connected in parallel, the total
current goes up by N times for an unchanged V p . Thus, the PN
of an in-phase-coupled N-core VCO is improved by N times.
By coupling multiple VCO cores, the sub-10-GHz wideband
mode-switching VCOs [20], [21] enable both PN reduction
and FTR extension, by creating multiple oscillation modes.
In [20], the coupling capacitor loads the resonator as a
fixed capacitor and adds to the parasitic capacitance in one
mode which limits the FTR in that mode. In [21], a modeswitching VCO employing a cross-coupled inductor results
in a large inductance difference, i.e., around one-quarter of
the inductance of a single-loop inductor leading to a large
frequency gap between the two oscillation bands. The large
frequency gap will result in a discontinuous FTR if directly
applied to the mm-wave VCO, where the fine FTR covered
by the varactors (typically <10%) becomes much smaller than
that of the sub-10-GHz VCOs.
To surmount such a tradeoff between PN and FTR for
mm-wave VCOs, this paper proposes a single-center-tapped
(SCT) switched inductor that features a flexible control of the
inductance ratio between the two oscillation modes. By applying it to the mode-switching quad-core-coupled mm-wave
VCO, a small frequency gap between the two frequency bands
can be realized without penalizing the tank Q which results
in a wider continuous FTR and low PN performance.
After the Introduction, we present the concept of the SCT
switched inductor in Section II. In Section III, we apply the
proposed SCT switched inductor to design a mode-switching
quad-core-coupled VCO with low PN and wide FTR, presenting in detail its mode-switching principle and features to reject
the magnetic pulling from other on-chip inductors. Section IV
analyzes the design considerations of the switches for mode
selection. In Section V, the measurement results of the VCO
prototyped in 65-nm CMOS are summarized, and we finally
draw the conclusion in Section VI.
II. P ROPOSED S INGLE -C ENTER -TAPPED
S WITCHED I NDUCTOR
First, we illustrate the idea of the switched inductor via
a dual-core-coupled VCO [Fig. 2(a)] employing single-turn
inductors to obtain a small inductance value at mm-wave
frequency. Here, assuming the two inductors on the left and
right are identical, the switches S1−4 connected between nodes
P1−4 are ideal with zero turn-on resistance. A pair of large
decoupling capacitors Cdcp is connected between VDD and

Fig. 2. (a) Proposed switched inductor applied to a dual-core-coupled VCO.
(b) Illustration of the tank for Mode-H when the switches S1 and S2 are turned
on and S3 and S4 are turned off. (c) Illustration of the tank for Mode-L when
the switches S3 and S4 are turned on, and S1 and S2 are turned off.

ground to realize ac short. When S1 and S2 are turned on,
while S3 and S4 are turned off [Fig. 2(b)], the signals at
P1 and P2 are differential. Node B1 (B2 ) is the virtual ground,
and the inductance of trace O1 B1 (O2 B2 ) is the common-mode
(CM) inductance that would not be counted as the total tank
inductance. Thus, the VCO will operate at a high frequency
in Mode-H. On the other hand, when S3 and S4 are turned
on, and S1 and S2 are turned off [Fig. 2(c)], the signals at
P1 and P2 are in phase. Thus, the inductance of trace O1 B1
(O2 B2 ) contributes to the overall tank inductance, thereby
reducing the oscillation frequency (Mode-L).
Similar to the mode-switching VCO in [20] and [21],
assuming no mismatch between the tanks, there is no current flowing through the turn-on switches in the proposed
mode-switching VCO using an SCT switched inductor since
they are all connected between the nodes that have signals with
the same amplitude and phase. Hence, the switches used for
coupling the VCO cores as well as selecting the oscillation
modes would not degrade the tank Q even when they have
non-zero turn-on resistance.
To obtain the explicit expressions for the tank inductance and oscillation frequency in the two oscillation modes,
we model the two traces P1 B1 and P2 B1 as a transformer and
the trace O1 B1 as a fixed inductor L CM , as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Here, L 0 represents the intrinsic inductance of P1 B1 or P2 B1
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Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. (a) Tank model of the mode-switching dual-core-coupled VCO.
(b) T-model for the transformer.

Dual-core-coupled VCO with an SCT switched inductor.

magnetic coupling in-turn enhances the equivalent inductance.
The existence of trace O1 B1 (O2 B2 ) further increases L eq,L
which is given as
L eq,L = L 0 + M + 2L CM = (1 + km ) L 0 + 2L CM .

(4)

Thus, the oscillation frequency of Mode-H will be
fL =

Fig. 4. Equivalent tank inductance of (a) Model-H and (b) Model-L assuming
ideal switches.

and km models the positive coupling between them.1 By
replacing the transformer with its T-model [Fig. 3(b)], the
equivalent tank inductance model for both modes can be
obtained as shown in Fig. 4, where the mutual inductance M is
defined as M = km L 0 . In Mode-H [Fig. 4(a)], the equivalent
tank inductance becomes
L eq,H = L 0 − M = (1 − km )L 0

(2)

whereL CM is excluded since P1 and P2 (P3 and P4 ) are excited
differentially. L eq,H is lower than L 0 since the positive magnetic coupling between the P1 B and P2 B cancels part of the
differential inductance. Since the equivalent tank capacitance
is 2C, the oscillation frequency of Mode-H can be written as
fH =

1
√
.
2π 2 (1 − km ) L 0 C

(3)

In Mode-L [Fig. 4(b)], both the traces P1 B1 P2 (P3 B2 P4 )
and O1 B1 (O2 B2 ) would contribute to the overall equivalent
tank inductance L eq,L since P1 and P2 (P3 and P4 ) are excited
in phase. The equivalent inductance from P1 B1 P2 (P3 B2 P4 )
equals to L 0 + M which is higher than L 0 since the positive
1 The model of positive coupling is only valid for a single-turn symmetric
planar inductor. For a multi-turn symmetric planar inductor, the model should
be changed to use a negative coupling between the two equivalent inductors.

1
√
.
2π 2 [(1 + km ) L 0 + 2L CM ] C

(5)

The difference between L eq,H and L eq,L is caused by the
magnetic coupling km between traces P1 B1 (P3 B2 ) and P2 B1
(P4 B2 ), as well as the CM inductance from traces O1 B1
(O2 B2 ). Since km is weak in a single-turn inductor, M = km L 0
is usually quite small. According to the electromagnetic (EM)
simulation, an octagonal inductor with a radius of 52 μm
gives L 0 ≈ 80 pH and km ≈ 0.07 at 50 GHz, resulting in
M ≈ 5.6 pH. Then, the frequency difference mainly depends
on L CM which can be precisely controlled by the length of
the metal trace O1 B1 (O2 B2 ).
In the layout, there is no ideal ground plane that can
perfectly short the two far away ground nodes in Fig. 2(a). As a
result, the parasitic inductance from the ground plane would
significantly increase L CM , and make it not well controlled.
To overcome this, a novel inductor layout is proposed by
flipping both the center taps O1 B1 and O2 B2 into the center,
so that O1 and O2 can be physically merged together as a
single node O (Fig. 5). Thus, L CM is well defined by the length
of the metal traces OB1 and OB2 . The positions of ports P1−4
are unchanged to facilitate the connection of −gm cells and
switches.
III. Q UAD -C ORE -C OUPLED VCO U SING T HE P ROPOSED
S INGLE -C ENTER -TAPPED S WITCHED I NDUCTOR
To further reduce the PN, the proposed switched inductor is
applied into a quad-core-coupled VCO. Fig. 6 shows the layout
floorplan of an SCT switched inductor. The switch (Si, j ) is
employed to connect the corresponding two ports (Pi , P j ). The
detailed arrangement of the twelve switches is S1,2 (P1 , P2 ),
S2,3 (P2 , P3 ), S3,4 (P3 , P4 ), S4,5 (P4 , P5 ) S5,6 (P5 , P6 ), S6,7
(P6 , P7 ), S7,8 (P7 , P8 ), S1,8 (P1 , P8 ), S1,5 (P1 , P5 ), S2,6 (P2 , P6 ),
S3,7 (P3 , P7 ), and S4,8 (P4 , P8 ).
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Fig. 6.
Port excitations of the quad-core-coupled VCO using the SCT
switched inductor in (a) Mode-H and (b) Mode-L.

A. Equivalent Inductance and Qs of Tank Inductor
In Mode-H [Fig. 6(a)], S1,8 , S2,3 , S4,5 , S6,7 , S1,5 , S2,6 ,
S3,7 , and S4,8 , are turned on; S1,2 , S3,4 , S5,6 , and S7,8 are
turned off. Thus, ports P1 , P4 , P5 , and P8 (P2 , P3 , P6 , and P7 )
are connected together by switches S1,8 , S4,5 , S1,5 , and S4,8
(S2,3 , S6,7 , S2,6 , and S3,7 ). Similar to the case for the dualcore-coupled VCO, Nodes B1−4 become the virtual ground
nodes and the inductances from metal traces OB1 , OB2 ,
OB3 , and OB4 will not be counted into the equivalent tank
inductance L eq,H . To consider the magnetic coupling effect,
we group OP1 P2 and OP5 P6 (OP3 P4 and OP7 P8 ) as inductor 1
(inductor 2) together and their equivalent inductance L A can
be directly obtained by using (1) as L A = (1 − k1 )L 0 where
L 0 is the intrinsic inductance of trace P1 B1 or P2 B1 and k1
is the magnetic coupling coefficient between traces B1 P1 and
B1 P2 . If the magnetic coupling coefficient between inductors 1
and 2 is k2 , the equivalent tank inductance is calculated as
(1 − k1 ) (1 + k2 )
L 0.
(6)
2
Since the adjacent two ports between the inductors 1 and 2 are
all excited in phase, the magnetic coupling k2 enhances the
equivalent tank inductance.
In Mode-L [Fig. 6(b)], S1,2 , S3,4 , S5,6 , S7,8 , S1,5 , S2,6 ,
S3,7 , and S4,8 , are turned on; S2,3 , S4,5 , S6,7 , and S1,8 are
turned off. Thus, ports P1 , P2 , P5 , and P6 (P3 , P4 , P7 , and P8 )
are connected together by switches S1,2 , S5,6 , S2,6 , and S1,5
(S3,4 , S7,8 , S3,7 , and S4,8 ). Again we group OP1 P2 and OP5 P6
(OP3 P4 and OP7 P8 ) as inductor 1 (inductor 2) and their equivalent inductance can be given as L B = (1 + k1 )L 0 /4+ L CM /2.
Now, the adjacent two ports between inductors 1 and 2 are all
excited differentially. The equivalent tank inductance becomes
L eq,H =

(1 + k1 )(1 − k2 )
L 0 + (1 − k2 )L CM .
(7)
2
In the SCT inductor layout as shown in Fig. 5, k1 is larger than
km in the conventional inductor layout as shown in Fig. 2(a)
since the traces B1 P1 and B1 P2 are much closer. Interestingly,
the magnetic coupling k2 helps nullifying the effect of k1
on both L eq,H and L eq,L according to (5) and (6). The EM
simulation reveals that k1 and k2 in the SCT switched inductor
(Fig. 6) with a radius of 55 μm are 0.13 and 0.15, respectively,
resulting in (1 − k1 )(1 + k2 ) ≈ 1 and (1 + k1 )(1 − k2 ) ≈
0.96. Thus, the difference between L eq,L and L eq,H becomes
L eq,L =
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Fig. 7. EM simulated Qs of the SCT switched inductor and the conventional
single-turn octangle inductor.

0.85L CM −0.02L 0 , which mainly depends on L CM and can be
well controlled to achieve small frequency gap between the
two modes.
Since the parasitic capacitance of the switch changes
between ON and OFF states, it may also affect the oscillation frequencies in the Mode-H and Mode-L. The switch
arrangement in this design guarantees that there are always
two switches in ON state and one switch in OFF state connected
to one output node in both Mode-H and Mode-L so that their
parasitic capacitance would have a negligible effect on the
oscillation frequency.
Qs of the proposed SCT switched inductor in both Mode-H
and Mode-L are compared with that of a classic octagonal
inductor with a similar inductance using EM simulation, where
the modes are set by ideal switches. As plotted in Fig. 7,
Qs of the proposed inductor only degrades by 7% from
22.6 to 21 at 50 GHz. If we assume a varactor Q of ∼10, tank
Q degradation would be negligibly reduced from 6.93 to 6.77
(2.3%). Also, the inductor Qs in both Mode-H and Mode-L
are almost identical when the frequency is <60 GHz.
B. Magnetic Pulling Rejection
The typical LC-VCO is sensitive to magnetic pulling from
other circuits with on-chip inductors, e.g., the PA, if the VCO
is operating at the harmonically related frequencies of these
circuits. An effective way to reduce this magnetic pulling is
to employ an eight-shaped inductor in the VCO [22], [23].
The proposed inductors can also reject the magnetic pulling
naturally due to its symmetrical layout. Ideally, the magnetic pulling from the direction of the CM axes as shown
in Fig. 6 will be fully cancelled.
To show the magnetic pulling rejection, here we use an
octagonal inductor to emulate the attacker and another octagonal inductor to emulate the victim as a reference [Fig. 8(a)].
Then, we replace the victim with our SCT switched inductor
and put the attacker on two different directions, i.e., Dir1 and
Dir2, as shown in Fig. 8(b). The strength of injection pulling
is determined by the EM simulation of power gain from the
attacker (Port 1) to the victim (Port 2), i.e., S21 . Table I
summarizes the simulation results of the magnetic pulling
rejection improvement when compared with the reference
at 50 GHz. As expected, when the attacker is put at either the
CM axis of the Mode-H (Dir2) or Mode-L (Dir1), a significant
improvement of 57.8 or 62.2 dB is achieved. Even when the
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Fig. 8. Floor plan of the EM simulation for injection pulling from other
circuits with on-chip inductors. (a) Victim is a conventional octangle inductor
as a reference. (b) Victim is the SCT switched inductor.
TABLE I
EM S IMULATED M AGNETIC P ULLING I MPROVEMENT

Fig. 9. (a) Schematic of the quad-core-coupled VCO using the proposed SCT
switched inductor. (b) Simulated capacitance and Q of the varactor bank.

attacker is not put on the CM-axis, e.g., on Dir1 for Mode-H
or Dir2 for Mode-L, still a 24.9-or 20.5-dB improvement can
be obtained.
C. Circuit Implementation
Fig. 9(a) shows the schematic of the mode-switching
quad-core-coupled VCO using the proposed SCT switched
inductor. There are four cross-coupled −gm cells and the tank
capacitor CT connected between the two ports that are always
excited differentially in both Mode-H and Mode-L (Fig. 6),
to compensate the tank loss. The dual modes created by SCT
switched inductor are used for coarse frequency tuning, while
the fine frequency tuning within each mode is obtained by
4-bit binary-switched varactors. A small A-MOS varactor is
employed for continuous frequency tuning.
Using the L eq,H and L eq,L expressions from (5) and (6),
the oscillation frequencies in each mode can be estimated as
1
√
2π (1 − k1 )(1 + k2 )L 0 CT
1

fL =
.
2π [(1 + k1 )(1 − k2 )L 0 + 2(1 − k2 )L CM ]CT

fH =

(8)
(9)

If we choose L 0 = 85 pH, L CM = 17 pH, k1 = 0.13,
and k2 = 0.15, the frequency ratio can be calculated as
f H / f L = 1.16. We use the EM simulated scatter parameters

of the proposed inductor to construct a resonant LC tank.
Two resonant frequencies, i.e., f H and f L , can be observed
as predicted, and their ratio is 1.15 which is quite close to the
calculation results.
The A-MOS varactors all use a minimum figure length
(200 nm) to maintain a high Q. As shown in Fig. 9(b), the simulated minimum (Cv,min ) and maximum (Cv,max ) capacitance
of the varactor bank are 66.2 and 96.5 fF, respectively,
corresponding to a Cv,max /Cv,min ratio of 1.46. Qs of varactor
bank at Cv,min and Cv,max are 8.1 and 11.6, respectively. The
FTR of one frequency band can be expressed as
√
√
A1 + A2 − 1 + A2
FTR = 2 · √
√
(10)
A1 + A2 + 1 + A2
where A1 = Cv,max /Cv,min , A2 = C p /Cv,min , and C p is
the tank parasitic capacitance. By putting Cv,max = 96.5 fF,
Cv,min = 66.2 fF, and C p = 45.6 fF into (10), the estimated
FTR of one frequency band of our mode-switching VCO
is ∼12%. By combining the two frequency bands together
with sufficient overlap, the proposed VCO can achieve a
total FTR of 17%. Compared with a conventional quad-corecoupled VCO that employs four 85-pH classical octagonal
inductors, the proposed mode-switching VCO would have
little area penalty since the core area is dominated by the
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inductors. The C p of the conventional quad-core-coupled VCO
is reduced to 41.6 fF by removing the four switches in OFF
state. To keep maximum frequency unchanged, the Cv,min is
increased to 70.2 fF. According to (10), a larger Cv,max /Cv,min
ratio of 1.65 is needed for the conventional quad-core-coupled
VCO to attain over a 17% FTR, which degrades the worst
case Q of the varactor bank to 5.5. Assuming an inductor
Q of ∼21, the worst case tank Qs of the mode-switching
and conventional VCOs are 5.9 and 4.4, respectively. Hence,
the output amplitude V p of the conventional VCO is reduced
by 1.34× compared with that of the mode-switching VCO
if the power consumption is unchanged. According to (1),
the reduced tank Q and output amplitude of the conventional
VCO result in a PN degradation of ∼3.8 dB compared with
this paper. Thus, the proposed method reveals a solution to
attain low PN and a wide FTR at mm-wave frequency in a
VCO design.
The VCO prototype targets the support to a dual-conversion
receiver that employs two LO frequencies with the relationship
of f LO2 = fLO1 /4 [5]. To cover the 57–65 GHz unlicensed
band, the VCO (LO1) is designed to cover the FTR from
45.6 to 52 GHz.
IV. D ESIGN OF THE S WITCHES F OR M ODE S ELECTION
A. Avoiding the Bimodal Oscillation
Assuming that the mode-switchable inductor is symmetric
and the four −gm cells and tank capacitors CT are identical,
the amplitude of tank impedance looked from ports P1 P3
[Fig. 9(a)] will have two peaks located at f L and f H without
the switches for mode selection.2 Since the phase of the tank
impedance is equal to zero at both fL and f H , the VCO
can potentially oscillate at either f L or f H , or concurrently
oscillate at both frequencies if gm provided by M1−8 is large
enough [24]. This stability issue can be solved by adding
the switches for mode selection. As illustrated in Fig. 10,
the magnitude of the tank impedance at undesired resonant
frequency can be reduced by decreasing the turn-on resistance
RON of the switch. Also, the phase of the tank impedance at the
undesired resonant frequency will stop crossing zero if RON is
small enough. On the other hand, the impedance and Q of the
tank at the desired resonant frequencies are unaffected by RON .
According to the simulations (Fig. 10), the bimodal oscillation
can be completely eliminated by choosing RON < 1 k.
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Fig. 10. Simulated amplitude and phase response of the tank impedance
for (a) Mode-H and (b) Mode-L. (L 0 = 85 pH, L CM = 17 pH, k2 = 0.15,
and Q T = 15).

system, and determine the maximum RON that can still ensure
the proper locking in the presence of certain free-running
frequency deviations. For example, for a dual-core-coupled
VCO with mismatches between the resonant frequencies of
each core, we can consider one VCO as an aggressor which
injects a current Iinj at frequency ω1 into another VCO (victim)
resonating at ω2 , as shown in Fig. 11(a). Here, we only use half
circuit of each tank for analysis and assume L 1 = L T + L 1
(L 2 = L T + L 2 ) and C1 = CT + C1 (C2 = CT + C2 )
where L T and CT represent the nominal tank inductance and
capacitance while L 1 (L 2 ) and C1 (C2 ) are induced by
the mismatch which should be much smaller than L T and CT ,
respectively. Then, the parallel impedances and quality factors
of both tanks are approximately R p and Q T . According to [18]
and [25], the locking range ωL and pulling strength η can be
given as
Iinj
ω2
·
2Q T Iosc
ωL
.
η≈
|ω2 − ω1 |

ωL ≈

The mismatch between the LC-tanks of four VCO cores may
cause their free-running frequencies to deviate from each other.
If RON is oversized, the free-running frequencies of the four
cores may fail to synchronize which would produce injection
pulling spurs at the output [18]. Thus, RON must be small
to guarantee the frequency synchronization in the presence of
mismatch.
To study the influence of RON on the frequency synchronization, we can treat the multi-core VCOs as an injection-locked
2 Due to the symmetrical property of the single-center-taped inductor,
the tank impedance looked from ports P1 P3 or P2 P4 or P5 P7 or P6 P8 will
be the same.

(12)

Assuming that the two VCOs will be locked to the
frequency ω F = (ω1 + ω2 )/2, the injection current Iinj
magnitude is
|Vosc |
|RON + Z tank1(ωn )|
j R p ωn
Z tank1(ωn ) ≈
ω2 Q T + j ωn
|Iinj | =

B. Frequency Synchronization

(11)

(13)
(14)

where ωn = (ω2 − ω1 )/2. To maintain the lock condition,
η should be larger than 1. Assuming ω22  ω2n , the maximum
RON that can still guarantee it is
RON,max =

R p ω2
L T ω2F
≈
.
2Q T ωn
2 ωn

(15)

Given the ω2 and ωn , the RON,max will only depend on the
tank inductance L T . If we replace ωn with (ω2 − ω1 )/2, the
derived (15) is consistent with (8) in [19] obtained through
phase and amplitude mismatch analysis.
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Fig. 11. Equivalent circuits for the frequency synchronization analysis of (a) dual-core coupled VCO and (b) mode-switching quad-core-coupled VCO in
Mode-H.

The analysis for dual-core-coupled VCO can be extended
to the proposed mode-switching quad-core coupled VCO.
Fig. 11(b) shows the equivalent half circuit tanks in Mode-H.
Assuming resonant frequencies of the four cores are ω1 ,
ω2 , ω3 , and ω4 , respectively, the maximum frequency difference can be defined as ωmax = max{ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 } −
min{ω1 , ω2 , ω3 , ω4 }. The final frequency after synchronization
will be ω F = (ω1 + ω2 + ω3 + ω4 )/4.
The strategy is to synchronize VCO cores 1 and 2 (3 and 4)
separately at first. Assuming cores 1 and 2 (3 and 4) are
synchronized through only one switch S1,2 (S4,5 ) and the tank
nominal inductance for each core is L T , RON,max can be given
by (15) with ωn replaced by max{|ω2 − ω1 |, |ω4 − ω3 |}/2.
After the first-step synchronization, the VCO cores 1 and 2
(3 and 4) are merged into a new VCO called core A (core B).
The VCO cores A and B have new resonant frequencies of
(ω1 + ω2 )/2 and (ω3 + ω4 )/2, respectively, given that the
oscillating currents of different cores are approximately equal.
Their nominal tank inductance is L T /2, which is reduced by
half compared with VCO cores 1–4. The second step is to
synchronize the VCO cores A and B which are connected by
two switches (S1,5 and S4,8 ) in parallel, as shown in Fig. 11(b).
The RON,max can also be obtained by (15) with ωn replaced
by |(ω3 − ω1 ) + (ω4 − ω2 )|/4.
To ensure a successful synchronization in both the first and
second steps, the switch turn-on resistance must be smaller
than RON,max in both steps. For the worst case situation when
ω1 = ω2 < ω3 = ω4 , the RON,max can be obtained by (15)
with ωn replaced by ωmax . As shown in Fig. 12, RON,max
obtained from equation agrees well with the simulation results
under a different L T . According to the Monte-Carlo simulation, the standard deviation σ of the resonant frequency of one
VCO core with L T = 80 pH is ∼25 MHz. Then, ωmax can
be estimated by 6σ ≈ 150 MHz, which requires an RON,max
of ∼7 k.
C. Phase Noise
The interconnected resistors influence PN through two
mechanisms, one is the randomness of the oscillation between
the VCO cores [18], another is the mismatches of the oscillating frequency [19]. Even without the resonant frequency
mismatch between the VCO cores, RON of the switches would

Fig. 12. Simulated and calculated RON ,max versus ωmax for Mode-H under
the worst case frequency arrangement ( f F = 47.6 GHz).

affect the PN performance of the coupled VCO since the
presence of PN would cause the oscillation frequency of each
VCO core to deviate from f 0 ( f 0 = f H or f L ) randomly, which
will induce non-zero ac current flowing through the switches
and thereby degrades the PN. The relationship between the
PN and RON for the quad-core-coupled VCO can be deduced
using time invariant model as [18]


4kT R p |Z eq |2
(16)
L(ω) = 10 log F
Vp
R 2p
|Z eq |2 =

2 + |Z
2
1
16RON
tank (ω)|
· |Z tank (ω)|2 ·
2 + |Z
2
16
4RON
tank (ω)|



 1 R p ω0 
.

|Z tank (ω)| = 
2 Qω 

(17)
(18)

Fig. 13(a) shows the influence of RON on PN enhancement at
different  f = ω/2π of the quad-core-coupled VCO based
on (16)–(18) and simulation. The PN enhancement becomes
less effective as  f and RON increases. By choosing a RON
of 260 , the degradation of PN enhancement is only ∼0.1 dB
even at a 20-MHz offset frequency.
On the other hand, the interconnected resistors degrade PN
further when component mismatches are taken into consideration. As two VCO cores with different frequencies couple
to each other, the locked and steady oscillating frequency
ω F deviates from the intrinsic tank resonant frequency ω1,2
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Fig. 15.

PN measurement setup.

Fig. 16.

Measured and simulated frequency-tuning curves.
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Fig. 13. PN enhancement versus RON at different offset frequencies for
Mode-H at L 0 = 85 pH, CT = 80 fF, and Q T = 15: (a) without frequency
mismatch (ω1 = ω2 = ω3 = ω4 ) and (b) with 7% frequency mismatch
(ω1 = ω2 < ω3 = ω4 ).

Fig. 14.

Chip micrograph.

(ω F = ω1,2 ). Thus, the oscillation amplitude reduces since
effective tank impedance magnitude also deviates from the
highest point, which worsens PN based on (15). ω F = ω1,2
also leads to phase shift for the oscillation signals, which adds
PN penalty. PN degradation is in proportion to the maximum
frequency mismatch of among VCO cores (ωmax ), and
greater mismatch needs smaller RON to avoid large PN penalty.
For our adopted ring coupling interconnection network as
shown in Fig. 11(b), the worst case of PN degradation is
happened when ω1 = ω2 < ω3 = ω4 for a given ωmax [19],
which is the same as the above-mentioned analyzed results of
worst case for frequency synchronization. Fig. 13(b) illustrates
the simulated PN enhancement against RON for 7% frequency
mismatch of the four coupled VCO under worst case. It can be
seen that PN is deteriorated more apparently due to mismatch,
and for the choice of RON of 260 , it introduce about 1.5-dB
PN penalty at a 20-MHz offset frequency.
V. M EASUREMENT R ESULTS
The mode-switching quad-core-coupled VCO is prototyped
in 65-nm low power (LP) CMOS process occupying a
die area of 0.039 mm2 (Fig. 14). We realize the switches
for mode selection with thin-oxide PMOS transistors with
W /L = 7 μm/60 nm and RON ≈ 260, which is adequately small to avoid the bimodal oscillation, ensure the
synchronization between the four cores, and achieve 4.5-dB
PN enhancement at 20 MHz when compared with the singlecore VCO even accounted 7% frequency mismatch. When
turned off, the gate of the switch is biased at 0.9 V, which
can guarantee that the resistance of the turn-off switch is
much higher than that of the turn-onswitch for most of the

time within one cycle at an output swing between 0.4 and
1.36 V. The open-drain buffer is employed to extract the
oscillating signal from P1 for testing purposes, while other
seven ports are also installed with the same buffer to balance
the loading impedance. Fig. 15 shows the PN measurement
setup. We employ a broadband amplifier to compensate the
large insertion loss (IL) from the cables, the probe, and the
Bias Tee which help to maintain a large signal power at the
input of the signal analyzer.
The VCO prototype consumes ∼21 mA at 0.9 V. Fig. 16
shows the comparison of the simulated and measured frequency tuning curves. The measured FTRs are from 42.9 to
46.8 GHz in Mode-L and from 46.03 to 50.6 GHz in Mode-H.
The discrepancy between the measurements and the simulation results is likely caused by the inaccuracy of the EM
simulation and the device model which overestimates the
value of L CM and underestimates the parasitic capacitance.
Fig. 17 displays the measured PN curves at the two typical
frequencies of Modes-H and Mode-L, obtained by averaging
five measurements. The measured PNs at 43.43 and 46.03 GHz
are −112.5 and −113.1 dBc/Hz at a 3-MHz offset frequency,
respectively. The estimated 1/ f 3 PN corner frequency is
∼680 and ∼710 kHz at 43.43 and 46.03 GHz, respectively.
Fig. 18 shows the measured PNs and FoMs at 3-MHz offset
frequency across the entire frequency range. The measured PN
lies between −111.2 and −115.6 dBc/Hz, corresponding to an
FoM between 181.1 and 186.6 dBc/Hz.
The maximum output voltage of the designed
mode-switching VCO is ∼1.36 V at VDD = 0.9 V, which
is slightly higher than the standard supply voltage of 1.2 V.
To evaluate the long-term reliability due to the time-dependent
dielectric breakdown which is the main failure mechanism for
the VCO, the oxide breakdown scaled model and measured
data given in [26] and [27] can be utilized. The lifetime
for the eight thin-oxide −gm transistors with a gate oxide
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TABLE II
P ERFORMANCE S UMMARY AND C OMPARISON

Fig. 18. Measured (a) PN and (b) FoM at 3-MHz offset versus carrier
frequencies.

Fig. 17. Measured PN versus offset frequencies at carrier frequencies of
(a) 43.43 GHz (Mode-L) and (b) 46.03 GHz (Mode-H).

area of 8.4 μm2 can be calculated and it is ∼2.6 × 1012 s
(> a 10-year standard) for 0.01% failure rate at 140 °C.
Table II summarizes the measurement results and shows
the comparison of the work with recent arts. Our quad-corecoupled VCO using the proposed SCT switched inductor can

achieve a better FoM compared with other VCOs with inductive tuning schemes [5]–[9], the transformer-based dual-mode
VCOs [10], [11], and the VCO using the harmonic-extraction
technique [13], [14]. Although the VCO with the fundamental
and second harmonic self-mixing [15] shows a higher FoM,
extra power-hungry buffers are entailed to recover a similar
output swing as our VCO directly operating at the fundamental frequency. The switch-coupled VCO together with a
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frequency quadrupler [19] can achieve excellent PN and FoM
performances. Yet, its area is 15× larger than our design,
since it couples four fundamental VCOs operating at a lower
frequency of 20 GHz.
VI. C ONCLUSION
An SCT switched inductor has been proposed to achieve inphase coupling among multiple VCO cores, and create multiresonant modes by changing the equivalent tank inductance.
It can be used in a multi-core-coupled VCO to achieve wide
FTR and low PN, simultaneously, at mm-wave frequencies.
The inductor is immune to magnetic pulling from the direction
of the CM axes. The design of switches for mode-selection
shows that a small transistor size is adequate to is as follows:
1) avoid the bimodal oscillation;
2) synchronize multiple VCO cores in the presence of
resonance frequency mismatches;
3) prevent the PN degradation.
A 42.7–51-GHz mode-switching quad-core VCO has been
prototyped in 65 nm CMOS. It measures a PN at 3-MHz offset
frequency between −111.2 and −115.6 dBc/Hz, corresponding to an FoM of 181.1–186.6 dBc/Hz.
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